
Test day ‘Speech Technology: reporting Flemish Parliament’ (4 May 2018): 

report 

 

Structure and course of the test day 

 

On 4 May 2018, within the framework of the PIO project ‘Speech Technology: reporting 

Flemish Parliament Reporting’, a test day took place in the Flemish Parliament with the 

aim of validating the current technological possibilities of automatic transcription of Dutch 

speech into text and further tailoring them to the needs of the reporting services of the 

Flemish Parliament. This was the final stage of the market consultation on the subject. 

The findings about the results delivered on the test day should enable the Flemish 

Parliament to decide which steps, whether or not in partnership with the PIO, will be 

taken further towards the development, validation or purchase of an innovative solution 

that can meet the needs and objectives set in terms of support for parliamentary 

reporting. 

 

Three participants were selected for the test day: 

1. Parladium (consortium of MyForce / Telecats / KU Leuven / Ghent University / 

Radboud University Nijmegen) 

2. Consortium of Cedat85 / Bertin IT 

3. Zoom Media 

 

Test material was made available to the participants in advance. It consisted of a list of 

plenary and committee meetings (September 2017 - February 2018) for which a 

Verbatim Report was drawn up, each with the date and time and a link to the website of 

the Flemish Parliament where both the video report and the Verbatim Report of this 

meeting could be found. 

 

On the test day, all participants received three identical audio fragments, unknown to 

them, in MP3 format (two of just over twenty minutes, one of just over thirty minutes), 

without any indication of the names of the speakers and, of course, without a link to the 

original reports. They had to convert the audio recordings into text reports using their 

own speech-to-text model. In order to be able to assess the results, only plain text was 

requested. In addition, each of the different participants demonstrated and/or described 

an immediately editable text output, linked (at word, segment or sentence level) to the 

audio file in question, whereby a ‘confidence level’ is assigned to each word in the output 

by means of colour or greyscale coding. 

 

After the test day, the results were evaluated by editors of the Verbatim Report based on 

predetermined criteria that had been communicated to the participants (see Findings, 2). 

The various texts were delivered to them anonymously. 

 

Findings 

 

1. General 

 

1.1. The output was delivered very quickly by the three participants, about an hour after 

the start.  

 

1.2. The output’s quality varied from reasonably usable to completely unusable. 

However, it is important to note that this quality does not so much depend on the speech 

technology but rather on the speaker himself. It goes without saying that the way of 

speaking influences the quality and thus the usability of the output, at both word and 

sentence level. For the (rare) good speakers who appeared in the selected fragments, 

the result was quite good. Word recognition depends, among other things, on 

idiosyncratic speech characteristics, (the lack of) articulation, possible slips of the tongue 

or hesitations and regional accents specific to the speakers. Such accents, which occur in 



all possible varieties in the Flemish Parliament, and therefore also in the selected 

fragments, are evidently not handled well by speech technology. Moreover, very often 

speakers use the wrong sentence structure or are lost in their own, sometimes lengthy, 

sentence constructions; they interrupt, repeat or improve themselves or use stopgaps. 

Even if speech recognition were to work flawlessly at word level, this would obviously still 

result in bad texts. In other words, the conversion from spoken to written language is an 

additional, extra dimension of speech recognition and artificial intelligence. There is no 

doubt that the success rate would be higher for sound fragments with speakers who 

articulate clearly, who read a text, who have a less strong regional accent, and so on. 

Conversely, it could, of course, also be argued that artificial intelligence is not yet 

sufficiently advanced to be able to deal with our difficult speakers. 

 

1.3. The fact that the evaluation, as determined and announced earlier, took place on the 

basis of the plain texts supplied by each of the three participants, influenced this 

assessment negatively. During the test day itself, the different participants each 

demonstrated or described their own application with immediately editable text output 

(see above). This makes it easier for the editors to navigate quickly to a certain part of 

the audio clip and correct the text than is the case on the basis of plain text, separate 

from the audio system. Moreover, with Cedat85, the whole process is integrated into a 

complete workflow management system, which is used, for example, in the Italian 

Parliament.  

 

2. Assessment based on the various criteria 

 

As described in the call to participate in the test day, the results were assessed by the 

editors of the Verbatim Report on the basis of the following criteria:  

1. the time needed for the reporters to convert each piece of text into a ‘finished report’;  

2. the type of errors or passages to be corrected (whether or not related to a specific 

speaker or grammatical construction, whether or not ‘easy’ to correct in a semi-

automatic way, etc.);  

3. the accuracy percentage of speaker recognition; 

4. the similarity to the original report. 

 

Each of these criteria will be discussed below. 

 

2.1. The time needed for the reporters to convert each piece of text into a 

‘finished report’ 

 

Even if the speaker’s words were reproduced fairly accurately, which was far from always 

the case (see 2.2.), the editors still had a lot of work to do, inserting punctuation and 

placing capital letters, grammatical adjustments, deleting slips of the tongue or 

unnecessary repetitions, completely rearranging sentences and so on. Precisely because 

so many adjustments were still needed, the use of speech-to-text technology resulted in 

only a rather limited time gain; in the case of bad speakers, this time gain was even nil. 

The fact that the editors have to type less themselves is no longer seen as an advantage. 

On the contrary, having to listen to the audio files and correct the errors in the 

reproduction is very time-consuming. It takes much more concentration to rewrite a text 

than to type it out from scratch. Particularly in the case of speakers who find it difficult to 

express themselves, the phrases that the system has managed to capture are, therefore, 

only of very limited help. However, as mentioned above (see 1.3.), this conclusion needs 

to be qualified by the fact that the evaluating editors did not use the immediately 

editable text output, which each of the three participants could provide. 

 

The editors consider the results provided during the test day as a step backwards 

compared with those of the Dragon NaturallySpeaking program, which they are already 

using, because again there is a lot more typing and mouse-clicking involved, which is 

experienced as more stressful for the joints and for the neck, back and shoulders. 



 

 

2.2. The type of errors or passages to be corrected 

 

We have already discussed the type of errors in general terms in 1.2. 

We would like to discuss this in more detail and for each team. 

 

2.2.1. At word level 

 

In general, it is not possible to draw a clear line among the various participants as 

regards the quality of word recognition. Each team has fragments where it scores better 

than the others. Nevertheless, command of the Dutch language seems to be weaker for 

team 2, while words have been omitted here and there in every text for team 3. Errors at 

word level can relate both to the peculiarities of the various speakers and to the type of 

words that need to be reproduced. 

 

2.2.1.a. Peculiarities of the speakers 

 

- Regional accents and or dialects 

 

Regional accents and/or the use of dialects are an important source of errors. None of 

the three teams knows how to deal with this, certainly not in combination with the 

‘swallowing’ of parts of words. A few examples (not exhaustive and randomly distributed 

among the teams): 

* Antwerp accent (in combination with dialect): 

‘ge moet’-> gemoed (tekst 1, team 1 en 3)  

‘dan sluit je’ -> ‘dan sluiten’ (tekst 1, team 1) 

‘een moeilijke’ -> ‘noem moeilijke’ (tekst 1, team 2) 

‘gaat zeggen’ -> ‘gas zeggen’ (tekst 1, team 3) 

‘als je twee toppers hebt, kun je’ -> ‘als getweet opgezet kunnen’ (idem) 

‘dat niet‘ -> ‘Danny’ (tekst 2, team 2) 

* West Flanders accent  

 ‘in orde blijft’ - > ‘en harde beleefd’ (tekst 2, team 1) 

‘werf gaan bekijken’ -> ‘Vijf Ham bekeken’ (idem) 

‘is er’ -> Esther (tekst 2, team 2) 

 ‘strenge bril’ -> ‘Strange Brel’ (idem) 

 ‘kwaliteitscontrole’ -> kwaliteits komt drollen’ (tekst 2, team 3) 

‘Dank u wel’ -> ‘Een kwaal’ (tekst 3, team 1) 

‘gelijk met haar bezorgdheid -> ‘leek het Patershof Tate (idem) 

‘zijn’ - > ‘zien’ (tekst 3, team 2),  

‘kinderen’ -> kende (idem) 

‘beleefd geformuleerd’-> ‘verliefd geformuleerd’ (idem)  

‘de liefde formuleert’ (tekst 3, team 3) 

 ‘gans’ -> ‘hans’ (tekst 3, team 3) 

 ‘collega’s’ -> ‘cowley has’ (idem) 

* East Flemish accent (in combination with dialect) 

 ‘zeg je: kijk, wij staan’-> ‘zegt gevang keken wij staan’ (tekst 3, team 1) 

‘dat je ballon’ -> ‘dat duwen ballon’ (tekst 3, team 2) 

‘duidelijk’ -> ‘deugdelijk’ (tekst 3, team 3) 

* Limburgish accent 

 ‘blijven’ -> ‘beleven’ (tekst 1, team 3) 

 

- Idiosyncratic speech characteristics 

 

* Difficulties pronouncing certain letters or sounds 

Some examples: 

’waar’-> ‘waeg’ / ’waag’, ‘daar’ -> ‘daag’ (tekst 1, team 1 en 2) 



‘door’ -> ‘dooi’ (tekst 1, team 3) 

* Swallowing of parts of words 

Some examples: 

 ‘redelijke aanpassing’ -> ‘hele kampt’ (tekst 3, team 1) 

 ‘iedereen’ -> in drie (idem) 

Speakers who swallow parts of words in combination with a regional accent are 

completely disastrous to reproduce. 

* use of stopgaps like ‘euh’ 

‘euh’ sometimes becomes ‘aan’ or hij’ (team 2). 

 

2.2.1.b. Types of words 

 

- Figures, percentages and years  

 

Figures, percentages and years are seldom or never recognised as such by teams 2 and 

3 and are therefore not shown as numbers. In the case of team 1, on the other hand, 

this is hardly a problem (e.g. 400 meterbaan, 0,5%); only a heavy regional accent can 

cause difficulties here. (e.g. ‘twee te deze’ i.p.v 120.000). 

 

- Proper names, names of institutions and specific terms 

 

* Team 1 is also generally better when it comes to reproducing proper names and names 

of institutions. It is very likely that the experience of the STON project is paying off in 

this respect. 

Some examples: 

Team 1:  

Bart Swings, Turnhout, Ira Vannut, Blosocentra, Wezenberg, SHM (not always 

recognised), VMSW, VVH, M-decreet, Patrick Vandelanotte 

But: ‘de Olympische Spelen in Rio’ -> ‘de linkse spelen in Milau’ 

Team 3: Blosocentra -> ‘bloot zoals centra’, Annouri -> ‘aan noeri’, ‘Van Volcem’ -> ‘van 

vossen’ 

 

* On the other hand, all teams wrongly interpret a (relatively large) number of words as 

proper names. 

Some examples: 

 ‘grote valkuil’ -> ‘Rode Valken’ (team 1) / ‘rotte valken’ (team 3) 

See also 2.2.1.a. (regional accents) 

 

- Difficult and compound words are also a problem. 

Some examples: 

 ‘multidisciplinair’ en ‘ondersteuningsnetwerken’ are not recogbised (team 1,text 3) 

‘inclusie’ -> ‘ik Lucy’ (team 2, text 3) 

 

- Foreign words are often interpreted as being Dutch or not recognised 

Some examples: 

 ‘centers of excellence’  

-> ’centers af. Ik zal eens’ of ‘samen zijn examens’ (team 1, once correct) 

-> ‘Syntus als excellent’ of ‘recent is of Eksel dans’ (team 2, once skipped) 

-> ‘centrum of excellent’ (team 3, twice correct) 

 

2.2.2. Sentence structure  

 

The plain text that we had asked the participants to provide was delivered in a confusing 

way by teams 2 and 3. There is no punctuation and therefore no capital letters in the 

text, except for personal names (or what is interpreted as such). Team 1 does deliver 

punctuation, but not always in the right place. Nevertheless, it makes the text much 

clearer.  



 

Sentence constructions are hardly ever correct. As stated in 1.2., this is mainly due to 

the poor speaking style of most of the speakers and, consequently, the very difficult 

transition from the spoken word to comprehensible written language. Team 1 did have a 

‘Speak-to-Write’ module as developed for the Dutch Parliament (without adaptations to 

the Flemish situation), but during the test day, for reasons unknown to the team, there 

was a problem with this module, which meant its output could not be generated. 

 

2. 3. Percentage of accuracy of speaker recognition 

 

Team 1 clearly scores best in terms of accuracy of speaker recognition. This is 

undoubtedly due to the fact that, prior to the test day, the team had created 134 speaker 

profiles, in accordance with the current composition of the Flemish Parliament and 

Government. Team 2, on the other hand, only took a sample of 24 MPs from the 

available test material. Team 3 also tested only with a limited sample beforehand. 

 

We will review the results for each team. 

 

- Team 1: 

* Text 1: Five of the six speakers are recognised. 

* Text 2: The five known speakers are all recognised, but one of the three unknown 

speakers is wrongly identified as an MP. 

* Text 3: Six of the seven speakers are recognised. The chairperson (Kathleen Helsen) is 

not recognised and is consistently and erroneously referred to as Elisabeth Meuleman. 

 

- Team 2: 

* Text 1: One of the six speakers is recognised. 

* Text 2: Two of the five known speakers are recognised, but Liesbeth Homans is only 

sporadically recognised as a speaker (usually ‘unknown’ and even various ‘unknowns’). 

* Text 3: Two of the seven speakers are recognised, but every now and then an 

‘unknown’ appears between one of the known speakers. 

In the three texts of team 2, the transition between the speakers is difficult: the 

chairperson who briefly gives the floor to a new speaker is not recognised (as a separate 

speaker). 

 

- Team 3:  

The pieces of text are divided into very short fragments, each time with the speaker 

indicated. However, the speaker is not consistently recognised and very often the names 

appear of various ministers or MPs who do not speak at all. 

Text 1: Three of the six speakers are recognised, albeit with the proviso mentioned 

above. 

Text 2: Three of the five speakers are recognised; ‘unknowns’ appear sporadically for two 

of them; the third has two different (wrong) speakers. 

Text 3: Three of the seven speakers are recognised, but only in the case of Elisabeth 

Meuleman is this fairly consistent. 

 

2. 4. The similarity to the original report 

 

Given the findings set out in 2.2. and 2.3., it comes as no surprise that the similarity to 

the original report is very limited. 

 

 

Conclusions for the future of the ST-FP project 

 

In its current state, speech-to-text technology does not offer sufficient results to be 

useful for the reporting services of the Flemish Parliament. At the moment, its use by our 

services does not lead to efficiency gains, but rather to losses.  



 

Taking into account the results of the ST-FP project so far, the Flemish Parliament does 

not consider it appropriate to play a pioneering role in the further development of this 

technology. Therefore, it has decided to stop the project. 

 

The Flemish Parliament will, however, continue to monitor closely the further evolution of 

the technology and the market and will also maintain regular contact with other 

parliamentary assemblies in this respect, especially in the Dutch-speaking region, in 

order to be able to act as an early adopter as soon as the technology reaches sufficient 

maturity to be deployed efficiently. It invites the research institutions and market players 

concerned to make full use of the video files of the meetings, which are available as open 

data on its website, as test material for the further development of the technology. 

 

 


